
Welcome to the 2021 Annual Report.

Animal Hope Uganda is a 501(3) non-profit organization registered in the
United states and in Uganda as charity, since 2020.It was  born out of
community concern for animals living in cruelty.

Our goal; is to stop animal suffering.
Our  Mission is to enhance the lives of all animals in need.
Our vision ; to create a holistic society where all animals are treated
humanely.



Activities and achievements.

Animal hope uganda mananges a shelter called ‘The hope’ At the shelter

we keep all rescued, dogs , cats puppies and kitties. All animals

abandoned and mistreated are treated and sterilized before being put out

for adoption.

In the previous yr 2021 we took care of 221 animals more than 2020.The

shelter received 118 dogs, 28 cats and 60 puppies, this was more than

double from the yr were established.

Most of the animals received were abandoned and unwanted poppies

unlike the first yrs.

This  could be attributed to the devastating impact of covid19 to the

communities,we saw more  puppies abandoned than dogs.

The management introduced Hope nourish relief, a new  program,

providing nutrition and food related supplies to poor families to support

them during the pandemic.It was introduced to prevent poor families from

dumping unwanted puppies and abandoning breastfeeding mothers,due to

economic conditions during covid19.



BAR  GRAPH SHOWING ANIMALS CARED FOR IN 2021

This year compared to the year 2020,we treated up to 300 animals during

home visits,and we held 4 public sensitization meetings.80 animals were

sterilized. Animal hope achieved more in community outreach programmes

compared to other charity programmes, we empowered more communities

to prevent cruelty and reduce abandonment.

Our health principle is a healthy animal ,equals less disease  spread and

it’s linked to healthy communities and environment.



We have as well responded to a high number of calls from people who no

longer wanted, or given their circumstances during the pandemic, could no

longer afford to take care of their animals and requested to have them

removed. Where possible we work with individuals, providing advice and

nutritional support, to avoid abandonment.





Voluteer and staff

Animal Hope Uganda has 5 paid staff members: a manager,  vet, two

caretakers and one night security guard.  Many kind volunteers put in their

time and skills to help us  serve animals in need last year.  We appreciate

all help and support.

Donations and fundraising

A huge thank you to all our donors both local and international, for your

ongoing support to the Animal hope. Year after year your unwavering

financial and in-kind support enables us to run and we are extremely



grateful to you.  We received many cash and in-kind donations from

supporters and local businesses.

Rehoming:
Our team at “The hope” works tirelessly to find homes for every single

animal in our shelter, only 12 dogs, 8 kitties and 18 puppies were adopted

in the previous year. With more community meetings and publications, the

word is being spread ,more and more people get to know us and

communities have realized the impact of our work. Our plan is to promote

adoption on social media and our website. Since internet use is still a

luxury in our communities , we plan to put up street posters highlighting

animals looking for homes.

The Future
The future of our projects is promising and bright,based on the support and

recognition our work has received. Our priority is to secure reliable

transport,our outreach team uses bicycles  to make home visits and

sometimes it’s really hard to respond  to emergency calls in a timely

manner to pick up injured animals on the roadside.

Secondly, we are still in need of land, to have a secure and spacious home

for our animals.our numbers are increasing and we are almost outliving the

rented plot.

Our organization has done everything right, but covid19 and the economic

downturn has had serious and in the same cases devastating effects on our

programs. Despite challenges we have been able to register significant

progress and save the lives of animals.



Thank you so much from the bottom of our hearts .
Worldwide 2020 was a challenging year.  Many people were badly

impacted financially and  donations organizations like us declined. We feel

very blessed to have such wonderful and loyal supporters. You stood with

us during the most diffcult time. The Animal hope team  is truly grateful.


